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Forward Looking Statement

This presentation contains forward-looking statements and "forward-looking information" within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation, including
statements relating to business trends, Global UAV Technologies Ltd. expectations with respect to the demand for its services and products, the Global UAV Technologies
Ltd.’s intention with respect to its business strategy and competition and changes in the competitive landscape. All statements, other than statements of historical fact,
included herein may be forward-looking information. Generally, forward-looking information may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “plans”,
“expects” or “does not expect”, “proposed”, “is expected”, “budgets”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, or “believes”,
or variations of such words and phrases, or by the use of words or phrases which state that certain actions, events or results may, could, would, or might occur or be
achieved. This forward looking information reflects Global UAV Technologies Ltd.’s current beliefs and is based on information currently available to Global UAV
Technologies Ltd.. and on assumptions Global UAV Technologies Ltd. believes are reasonable. These assumptions include, but are not limited to, the size and/or economics
of the market, plans and intentions to increase market share, expand geographically and/or further develop product capabilities, the results of strategic initiatives, and the
impact of competition.

Forward-looking information is subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, level of activity, performance or
achievements of Global UAV Technologies Ltd. to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information. Such risks and other factors
may include, but are not limited to: the stage of development of Global UAV Technologies Ltd. and its projects, general business, economic, competitive, political and social
uncertainties; changes in legislation, the corporate governance environment and regulatory reporting requirements for Global UAV Technologies Ltd. clients, product
capability and acceptance, actions from competitors, Global UAV Technologies Ltd.’s ability to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to meet its current and future
obligations, and Global UAV Technologies Ltd.’s ability to access external sources of financing if required, and lack of qualified, skilled about and the loss of key individuals.
Although Global UAV Technologies Ltd. has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-
looking information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on
forward-looking information. Global UAV Technologies Ltd. does not undertake to update any forward-looking information, except in accordance with applicable securities
laws. Also, please review the Ontario and USA disclaimer at end of the presentation. The information in this presentation is provided “as is” and without warranty of any
kind.

© 2018 Global UAV Technologies Ltd. All rights reserved. Copyright. All materials displayed or otherwise accessible through this Presentation (collectively, "Content") are
protected by copyright law, and are owned by Global UAV Technologies Ltd. and its licensors, or the party accredited as the provider of the Content. Except as granted in
the limited license herein, any use of the Content, including modification, transmission, presentation, distribution, republication, or other exploitation of the
Presentation or of its Content, whether in whole or in part, is prohibited without the express prior written consent of Global UAV Technologies
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Overview
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Global UAV Technologies Ltd., (“Global UAV”), is a cash-flowing drone technology company experiencing rapid
growth in the bespoke Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, (“UAV”), industry while serving a number of business sectors.

Utilising proven technologies, combined with the existing cash flowing business units, the Company is well
positioned to continue to grow its business and revenue expansion.

Having multiple business divisions allows investors an exposure to the diverse and rapidly growing UAV sector
while making the business strong and protect it against any changes in the marketplace. The business units are
dedicated to servicing existing, well established industries and expanding on areas of early adoption across
varied disciplines.

Each division is an industry leader in their respective fields providing a refined and fully integrated UAV solution
in under-served, high-demand industries and markets.



Business Units
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• Airborne Geophysical Surveying

• UAV-MAGTM System

• Topographic Mapping

• Thermal Imaging

• LiDAR & Photogrammetry

• Design & Manufacture

• Professional Grade

• Helicopter & Multirotor

• Turnkey & Bespoke Solutions

• Military Contract Grade

• Transport Canada Compliance

• Flight & Operations Training

• Recreational & Commercial

• Proprietary Software Suite

MANUFACTURING 
ENGINEERING

UAV SERVICES NATIONAL COMPLIANCE



Industry Opportunities
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UAV is the most dynamic & rapidly growing sector in the aerospace industry 

INFRASTRUCTURE

$45.2 bn

AGRICULTURE

$32.4 bn

MILITARY

$13 bn

TRANSPORTATION

$13 bn

MINING

$4.3 bn

PUBLIC SAFETY

$1.15 bn

Each industry sector holds vast opportunities within the UAV marketplace. Global UAV is focussing on areas of
known expertise while aggressively expanding into industry sectors that the Company has a key proficiency
within, specialised access through relationships or a technical advantage due to corporate vertical integration
and scalability of operations.

A 5% Market Share within these industry sectors would represent over $5 bn in revenue. 

Existing Areas of Business

Mining – Mid Tier & Majors Transportation – Proposal for 
Municipal  & Provinces

Infrastructure – Provincial & Private 
Service Providers

Agriculture – Product Solutions

Industry Projects by; www.pwc.pl/clarityfromabove / https://www.gminsights.com/pressrelease/military-drone-uav-market /

Business Opportunity

Military – Demonstrations for Canada DND & 
USA DOD

Search & Rescue – System Deployment with 
Specialized Teams

http://www.pwc.pl/clarityfromabove%20/
https://www.gminsights.com/pressrelease/military-drone-uav-market%20/


Clients & Geography
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Global UAV sample clients are industry leaders operating around the world

Global UAV – Country Operation

USA (Arizona, Nevada, Montana, Hawaii, Alaska)

Canada (British Columbia, Yukon, Nunavut, Quebec, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan)

Chile

Argentina

Guatemala

Oman

St. Lucia

Greenland

Africa

Europe



Capital Structure & Revenues
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Capital Structure (2018-10-01) CSE:UAV

Common Shares 136,755,634

Stock Options (Vested and Unvested) 7,275,000

Warrants 24,581,862

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding 168,612,496

6 month Trading Range $0.03 to $0.08
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Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

2017 2018

Revenue Results Per Quarter
Change of Business January 18, 2017

**  1st Quarter 2018 – effective 2 months



Michael Burns – Director & CEO
Mr. Burns has been involved in the mining and exploration industry since 2007. He was a founding member of Mackevoy
Geosciences Ltd. (2007-2013), and in 2014 he co-founded Pioneer Exploration Consultants Ltd., a private geological consulting firm
based in Saskatchewan. At Pioneer Exploration, Mr. Burns developed the UAV-MAGTM system, flew the first ever commercial
unmanned airborne magnetic geophysical survey in 2014, and was central to Pioneer becoming the industry leader in UAV based
geophysical surveys. Mr. Burns is also a director of Canadian International Minerals and Navis Resources.

James Rogers – Director & President
Mr. James Rogers is a mining professional and an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer who has been active in the mineral exploration
industry for 10 years. He is currently President and CEO of Longford Exploration Services Ltd., an international exploration services
company that performs services for numerous exploration companies. Mr. Rogers studied Geology at Simon Fraser University. Mr.
Rogers is currently a director of Navis Resources Corp.

Andrew Male – Director & COO
Mr. Male is an experienced Director and Chief Executive Officer of international public and private investment, mining and oil & gas
companies. Mr. Male is a former Founder and CEO of a TSX Venture Exchange Top 50 Company, ranked 9th. During his tenure he
guided the company through initial financing phases, project acquisitions, deployment of exploration programs, development
financing, transitioning mining assets from greenfield to brownfield and the acquisition of adjacent producers. Mr. Male also
negotiated the financing and joint venture with a private equity firm resulting in the eventual takeover and consolidation into their
business operations. Presently, Mr. Male works with several Family Offices and specific investors that seek access to an array of
transformational opportunities. He is an Associate of Columbus Energy Partners, an incubator and accelerator of companies in the
energy sector. Mr. Male is also Managing Director of a privately held Corporate Finance & Investment entity.

Board of Directors
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Key Management
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Jonathan Richards – CFO (Interim)
Mr. Richards brings over a decade of resource-focused accounting, auditing and operational experience to his role as CFO. He has accumulated
extensive experience working as an Officer and Director with TSX and Venture-listed companies, as well as numerous private companies across
the globe. Mr. Richards holds a bachelor’s degree in management studies with first-class honours from the University of Waikato, New Zealand
and is a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA, CA).

Peter Dueck – President of Pioneer Aerial Surveys Ltd.
Mr. Dueck has been involved in the resource exploration industry since 2007, working with a variety of oil/gas, uranium, copper, zinc and gold
companies. Previously, he held the position of Chief Geophysicist for Hudbay Minerals Inc. He was also the President of Aerial Imaging Resources,
Inc. (AIR), a UAV-based geophysical survey company acquired by Global UAV Technologies, Ltd. In 2018. Mr. Dueck brings strong management
and technical experience to Global UAV’s wholly owned subsidiary Pioneer Aerial Surveys. Mr. Dueck has a B.Sc. In Geophysics from the
University of Saskatchewan as well as an MBA from the University of Wales.



Monica England
Ms. Monica England is unequivocally a pioneer in the Unmanned Systems and Robotics industries. Her 15 years of dedication and
service have allowed her to work for several organizations and companies which have been instrumental to the growth and
development of both defense and commercial unmanned platforms. She has also gained extensive knowledge and experience in a
variety of vertical markets such as utilities, oil and gas, and public safety. Ms. England's key contributions to the UAV/UAS industry are
best summarized through her previous positions with various large technology companies, including Director of Marketing and
Business Development for 5D Robotics, Marketing and Sales Director for Aerial MOB, LLC, a company which is a pioneer in aerial
cinematography and innovative technologies, and Program Office of the Army Future Combat Systems Class IV UAV Fire Scout
at Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems.

Del Kintner
Mr. Kintner brings vast experience in the defense industry by having developed a large number of contracts with military and
aerospace organizations. In addition, during the past ten years, relationships have been developed with Homeland Security directors
and managers. Using these relationships and capabilities he spearheaded corporate acquisitions, mergers, and joint ventures. Mr.
Kintner assisted a client convert their technology into millions of dollars of military business. This included developing two licensing
agreements with a major aerospace company. In addition, he helped a new and innovative antenna technology and converted it into
six government funded Small Business Innovation Research and Small Business Technology Transfer (SBIR and STTR) programs. Most
recently, Mr. Kintner has focused his skills on autonomous and unmanned systems in all domains including, their payloads and
connectivity. Over the span of his career, Mr. Kintner has supported and worked with several companies including Boeing
Corporation, Raytheon, Northrop/Grumman, General Dynamics and Lockheed Martin.

Adam Allouba
Mr. Allouba is a partner in the Montreal office of Dentons, an international law firm. He advises public companies in connection with
both regulatory and transactional matters, including private placements, prospectus offerings, mergers and acquisitions,
restructuring transactions, privatizations and shareholder meetings. He has extensive experience with mining exploration and
technology companies. In 2008/09, Adam completed a six-month secondment with the Montreal office of the TSX Venture Exchange
and is currently a member of their local Advisory Committee in Quebec. He is also a member of the securities committee for the
Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada (PDAC).

Advisory Board
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Novaerial Robotics Ltd. is Global UAV manufacturing division of high performance helicopter & multirotor UAV’s

Flagship Procyon 800E

FEATURES:

• Agnostic adaption to industry

leading sensors / payloads

• Superior design features allow

simple integration of sensor

technologies

• Equipped with full-featured, high

performance and reliable open

source flight control system

available.

PERFORMANCE:

• Vertical takeoff capability

• Fast, long-range flight

• High wind tolerance

• Cost-effective package
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Pioneer Aerial Surveys Ltd. is Global UAV geophysical survey division 

SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Cost-effective geophysical services

• Surveys being employed around the globe for
• Unexploded ordinance
• Remediation
• Mineral exploration

• Safe, high-quality data collection solutions
replacing current high-risk manned aircraft
collection
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High Eye Aerial Imaging Ltd. is Global UAV LiDAR and imaging division 

SERVICES INCLUDE:

• Low altitude, high definition, LiDAR

• Aerial surveying

• Photography & videography

• Aerial mapping

INDUSTRY AREAS:

• Aggregate & Quarry

• Promotional Events

• Mining

• Construction & Engineering

• Agricultural

Mu l t i s p e c t r a l

L i D AR
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UAV Regulatory Services Ltd. is Global UAV operation compliance division 

Primary product is Special Flight Operation Certificates, (SFOCs)

• Online service for teaching and evaluating best practices for flying UAV’s

• Full certification

• Certification for commercial and recreational purposes

• Valid Canada wide



Activity to Date
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Contact

Global UAV Technologies Ltd. 

www.globaluavtech.com
459 - 409 Granvil le St.

Vancouver, BC, Canada V 6 C 1T2

ir@globaluavtech.com 1-888-905-7011
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